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EMAILS MADE EASY 
 
 
One of our members has been writing an incredible monthly newsletter - four pages of 

awesome content, technique tips and feature stories on students but was finding the task 

a bit overwhelming. 

 

We needed a way to make writing her newsletter less daunting and free up her time to 

make it easier for her to stay in touch. Instead of writing one big long article every single 

month and putting a bunch of pressure on herself to get it done, we decided to put out a 

shorter email once per fortnight and ask her teachers to help create the content. 

 

Here are three tips to make writing your newsletter a lot more enjoyable… 

 

Go Shorter 

 

By writing a small post, you take the pressure off yourself to come up with pages and pages 

of content. Keep to a specific topic that is relevant, educational and entertaining (what I like 

to call edu-tainment) to your readers and tick it off your To Do list faster. 

 

Go More Frequent 

 

Instead of one monthly masterwork, spread the load out into weekly snippets. Being in 

contact more often with your tribe is a good thing and it’s a lot easier to write a shorter 

article than a long one. When the process, you’ll be more likely to keep up the 

communication. 

 

Mix It Up 

 

Instead of you writing the newsletter, put a Guest Editor into the role. Have one of your 

teachers write articles, or even ask your students to contribute pieces for inclusion. This is 

fabulous for two reasons: it takes the workload off you AND it’s actually really interesting 

content. Variety is a wonderful thing and seeing what goes on in your studio from a different 

perspective is fascinating. Perhaps some of your older students may even like the 

responsibility of contributing an article every fortnight! 


